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Interpretability Issues

• People understand simple models

• George Miller, 7±2: “There seems to be some limitation built into us either by 

learning or by the design of our nervous systems, a limit that keeps our channel 
capacities in this general range.”

• “… the number of chunks of information is constant for immediate memory. 

The span of immediate memory seems to be almost independent of the 
number of bits per chunk …”


• Not surprising that one cannot “keep in mind” complex models

• What leads to complex models? And what to do about it?


• Overfitting

• Restrict model complexity; e.g., regularization


• True complexity

• Make up “just-so” stories that give a simplified  

explanation of how the complex model applies  
to specific cases


• Trade off lower performance for simplicity of model
2Miller, G. A. (1956). The magical number seven plus or minus two:  some limits on our capacity for processing information. Psychological Review, 63(2), 81–97.



Trust

• Critical for adoption of ML models

• Case-specific prediction — Local Interpretability


• Clinical decision support

• Confidence in model — Global Interpretability


• Population health


• Recall my critique of randomized controlled trials

• Simplest cases (no comorbidities), smallest sample needed for significance test, 

shortest follow-up time

• Results applied to very different populations


• Same concerns for ML models

• Train and test samples often drawn from same population

• Are results applicable elsewhere?
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Explanation — Not a New Idea! 
Mycin, 1975

• Mycin (1974) used backward-chaining rules to 
determine whether a patient had a bacterial 
infection that needed to be treated, and how 
best to treat


• Collection of several hundred rules, each of 
which encoded a relatively independent fact


• Certainty factors encoded a theory of 
uncertain reasoning (tantamount to very strong 
independence assumptions, leading to 
problems)


• Context mechanism to fill in implicit clauses in 
rules;  
patient→site→infection→culture→organism→
drug
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RULE092

IF we have identified organisms for  
      which treatment is indicated
THEN select a treatment that 
      covers those organisms

RULE037

IF the organism
    1) stains gram positive
    2) has a coccus shape
    3) grows in chains
THEN
    There is suggestive evidence (.7) 
      that the identify of the organism 
      is streptococcus



How Mycin Works

• Dynamically generates an and/or tree via backward chaining

• To find out a fact


• If there are rules that can conclude it, run them

• Otherwise, ask the user


• To run a rule

• Find out if the facts in the premises are true (enough)

• If they all are, then assert the conclusion (with suitable certainty factor)


• This traces out the equivalent of a flowchart, but by generating it on the fly from 
underlying rules

• Knowledge is always applied when relevant

• Can answer questions about how/why it is working
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Explanations from a Backward-Chaining Rule Interpreter

• In light of the site from which the culture was obtained, and the method of 
collection, do you feel that a significant number of ORGANISM-1 were obtained? 
**WHY 


• [1.0] It is important to find out whether there is therapeutically significant disease 
associated with this occurrence of ORGANISM-1 
It has already been established that: 

• [1.1] the site of the culture is not one of those which are normally sterile, and 

• [1.2] the method of collection is sterile 


• Therefore, if: 

• [1.3] the organism has been observed in significant numbers


• Then: there is strongly suggestive evidence (.9) that there is therapeutically 
significant disease associated with this occurrence of the organism 


• [Also : there is strongly suggestive evidence (.8) that the organism is not a 
contaminant] 


6Shortliffe, E. H., Davis, R., Axline, S. G., & Buchanan, B. G. (1975). Computer-based consultations in clinical therapeutics: explanation and rule acquisition 
capabilities of the MYCIN system. Computers and Biomedical Research, 8, 303–320.



• **WHY 
• [2.0] . . . in order to find out a locus of infection in PATIENT-1  

It has already been established that: 

• [2.1]  the site of the culture is known, and 

• [2.2]  the number of days since the specimen for the culture was obtained  

is less than 7 

• Therefore, if: 


• [2.3] there is therapeutically significant disease associated with this occurrence 
of the organism 


• Then: it is definite (1.0) that the site of the culture is a locus of infection in the patient 

•
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• **WHY [i.e., WHY is it important to find out a locus of infection in PATIENT-1?] 

• [3.0] . . . in order to find out about an organism or class of organisms for which 

therapy should cover  
It has already been established that:

• [3.1] the site of the culture is blood, and 

• [3.2] the stain of the organism is grampos, and 

• [3.3] the portal of entry of the organism is GI 


• Therefore, if: 

• [3.4] [A- abdomen is a locus of infection in the patient, or B- pelvis is a locus of 

infection in the patient] 

• Then : there is strongly suggestive evidence (.9) that enterobacteriaceae is a class of 

organisms for which therapy should cover
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• ** HOW 3.0 [i.e., HOW were you finding out about an organism or class of 
organisms for which therapy should cover?]


• [4.0] At that point RULE095 was being used.  
In addition : 

• [4.1]  RULE162 was used to conclude that bacteroides is an organism for which 

therapy should cover, and

• [4.2]  RULE115 will be tried later, as well.  

• ** HOW 4.1 [i.e., HOW was RULE162 used?] 

• [5.0] We have already established that: 


• [5.1]  the site of the culture is blood, and 

• [5.2]  the portal of entry of the organism is GI, and 

• [5.3]  the patient is a compromised host 


• Therefore : it is definite (1.0) that bacteroides is an organism for which therapy 
should cover (RULE162) 
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• ** DO YOU EVER PRESCRIBE CARBENICILLIN FOR PSEUDOMONAS 
INFECTIONS?  

• RELEVANT RULES: RULE064 RULE119 RULE120 
WHICH ONES DO YOU WISH TO SEE? 
** RULE064 
IF: 1) IT IS KNOWN WITH CERTAINTY THAT THE IDENTITY OF THE ORGANISM IS 
PSEUDOMONAS, AND 
2) THE DRUG UNDER CONSIDERATION IS GENTAMICIN 


• THEN: RECORD THE FOLLOWING AS A MORE APPROPRIATE THERAPY: 
GENTAMICIN-AND-CARBENICILLIN 
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Local vs. Global interpretability

• Global interpretability – understand model as a 
whole 
– Will it work prospectively as intended? 

(dataset shift, label misspecification, label leakage) 
– What data was most useful? (find more signal of a similar 

type, form causal hypotheses, figure out how to simplify 
for deployment purposes)



Local vs. Global interpretability

• Global interpretability – understand model as a 
whole 
– For any model: do feature ablation. How does performance on 

held-out data change? 
– Ex. linear models: look at largest positive and negative weight 

features 
– Ex: decision trees: look at the top few splits 
– Ex. deep models: visualize specific filters 

– Increasingly more difficult as models become more complex…

Olah et al., Feature Visualization: How neural networks build up their understanding of images, Distill 2017 https://distill.pub/2017/feature-visualization/

https://distill.pub/2017/feature-visualization/


Predicting Psychiatric Readmission with Bag-of-
Words NLP model

• 470 of patient cohort (4687) were readmitted within 30 days for psychiatric 
diagnoses

• 2977 readmitted with a nonpsychiatric diagnosis 

• 1240 not readmitted (only 26%)


• We built a model using demographics, comorbidity + 75 topics from LDA on notes

• Top 1000 TF/IDF words from each patient’s notes


• Considerable overlap, but total vocabulary ~66K words

• SVM models to predict readmission


• Baseline features

• Baseline + top-1000 bag-of-words 

(really 66K)

• Baseline + 75 topics

13
Rumshisky A, Ghassemi M, Naumann T, Szolovits P, Castro VM, McCoy TH, et al. Predicting early psychiatric readmission with natural language processing 
of narrative discharge summaries. Translational Psychiatry [Internet]. 2016 Oct;6(10):e921-5. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/tp.2015.182

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/tp.2015.182


Example topics for MDD patients readmitted with a 
psychiatric diagnosis within 30 days
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Terms Topic annotation

*patient alcohol withdrawal depression drinking end ativan etoh drinks medications clinic inpatient 
diagnosis days hospital <substance use treatment program name> use abuse problem number

Alcohol

*mg daily discharge anxiety klonopin seroquel clonazepam admission wellbutrin given md lexapro 
date b signed night low admitted sustained hospitalization

Anxiety

*ideation suicidal mood decreased hallucinations history depressed depression thought psychiatric 
energy denied sleep auditory appetite homicidal symptoms increased speech thoughts

Suicidality

*ect depression treatment treatments dr mg course <ECT physician name> symptoms received 
medications prior improved decreased medication md trials tsh continued qhs

ECT

*weight eating admission discharge hospital intake loss date hospitalization day dr week physical 
months prozac food increased md did anorexia

Anorexia

*seizure seizures intact eeg neurology normal temporal dilantin head bilaterally events activity 
weakness sensation disorder tongue neurologist brain loss tegretol

Seizure

*therapist mother program father disorder age school parents brother abuse treatment relationship 
outpatient college behavior partial plan currently group personality

Psychotherapy

*psychiatry suicide overdose attempt transferred depression transfer level tylenol hospital service 
unit normal floor screen tox room admission medical general

Overdose

*baby delivery bleeding vaginal breast feeding cesarean weight ibuprofen maternal newborn 
available p fever pregnancy sex estimated danger gp

Postpartum

*psychotic thought features paranoid psychosis paranoia symptoms psychiatric dose continued 
treatment mental cognitive memory risperidone people th somewhat interview affect

Psychosis



Example of using global interpretability to 
debug ML setup

• In 2018, Sontag’s group submitted a paper using the 
Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation’s IA9 data 
release. Great results



• Curious to see why “full” feature set with random forests so 
much better, so looked at one decision tree: 

• Surprised to see cd319% at the top, but after discussing 
with clinical collaborator, concluded it is reasonable

Example of using global interpretability to 
debug ML setup

Authors

cd319 pc% <= 50.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 331
value = [165.5, 165.5]

beta 2 microglobulin (mcg/ml) <= 3.89
gini = 0.4875
samples = 310

value = [165.5, 120.3636]

True

gini = 0.0
samples = 21

value = [0.0, 45.1364]

False

KPCA Component 9 <= 0.3996
gini = 0.3778
samples = 172

value = [101.6457, 34.3896]

KPCA Component 7 <= 0.0833
gini = 0.4891
samples = 138

value = [63.8543, 85.974]

do you have any trouble doing strenuous activities; like carrying a heavy shopping bag or a suitcase? <= 1.5
gini = 0.315

samples = 160
value = [97.0846, 23.6429]

gini = 0.4184
samples = 12

value = [4.561, 10.7468]

gini = 0.0
samples = 65

value = [42.3524, 0.0]

KPCA Component 3 <= 0.0718
gini = 0.4213
samples = 95

value = [54.7323, 23.6429]

have you had pain in your back? <= 1.5
gini = 0.4965
samples = 49

value = [25.4114, 21.4935]

lytic lesions <= 0.5
gini = 0.1273
samples = 46

value = [29.3209, 2.1494]

gini = 0.0
samples = 15

value = [9.7736, 0.0]

KPCA Component 12 <= 0.0107
gini = 0.4876
samples = 34

value = [15.6378, 21.4935]

mean of financial difficulties questions <= 1.5
gini = 0.41

samples = 21
value = [7.8189, 19.3442]

gini = 0.3383
samples = 13

value = [7.8189, 2.1494]

gini = 0.4944
samples = 11

value = [5.2126, 6.4481]

gini = 0.2797
samples = 10

value = [2.6063, 12.8961]

gini = 0.3926
samples = 10

value = [5.8642, 2.1494]

gini = -0.0
samples = 36

value = [23.4567, 0.0]

24 hr urine total protein (g/24 hr) <= 4.1115
gini = 0.4617
samples = 109

value = [46.2618, 81.6753]

KPCA Component 11 <= 0.0181
gini = 0.3156
samples = 29

value = [17.5925, 4.2987]

KPCA Component 12 <= -0.0864
gini = 0.4404
samples = 99

value = [39.7461, 81.6753]

gini = -0.0
samples = 10

value = [6.5157, 0.0]

KPCA Component 10 <= -0.003
gini = 0.4828
samples = 29

value = [15.6378, 10.7468]

patient age <= 65.5
gini = 0.3786
samples = 70

value = [24.1083, 70.9286]

gini = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [9.122, 0.0]

gini = 0.47
samples = 15

value = [6.5157, 10.7468]

platelet count x10^9/l <= 205.0
gini = 0.4919
samples = 32

value = [14.9862, 19.3442]

KPCA Component 6 <= 0.0713
gini = 0.2554
samples = 38

value = [9.122, 51.5844]

gini = 0.3344
samples = 17

value = [5.2126, 19.3442]

gini = 0.0
samples = 15

value = [9.7736, 0.0]

patient age <= 71.5
gini = 0.0964
samples = 20

value = [1.9547, 36.539]

gini = 0.4371
samples = 18

value = [7.1673, 15.0455]

gini = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [0.0, 21.4935]

gini = 0.2035
samples = 10

value = [1.9547, 15.0455]

gini = 0.0
samples = 19

value = [12.3799, 0.0]

gini = 0.4954
samples = 10

value = [5.2126, 4.2987]

Figure 5: A decision tree for predicting 2 year mortality from the full TPCA features with
AUC 0.71. We see that CD319 separates out a subset of patients immediately, and that the
model includes beta 2 microglobulin early on. This is one of two features included in the
ISS risk score, so this makes clinical sense.
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• 3 months later, new release of data (IA11) is available 
and I ask students to reproduce results

Old results 
(IA9):

New results 
(IA11):

Big differences!

Example of using global interpretability to 
debug ML setup



• 3 months later, new release of data (IA11) is available 
and I ask students to reproduce results 

• Cd319% no longer shows up as a top predictor! 
• What happened!? 
• After digging deeper, they realized that what was predictive 

originally was the feature Cd319% being missing, and moreover 
that this was correlated with the outcome (i.e. label leakage!)

Example of using global interpretability to 
debug ML setup

Figure 7: Two year mortality decision tree, full feature set, b-PCA - IA11.

4.4 Two year mortality decision tree, full feature set, no PCA

Figure 8: Two year mortality decision tree, full feature set, no PCA - IA10 (from dir incorp all updates).

Figure 9: Two year mortality decision tree, full feature set, no PCA - IA11.
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What are other ways to learn models 
that have “good” global interpretability?



Generalized additive models (GAMs)

• GAMs with pairwise interactions have the form: 

 

• g is the link function (e.g. logistic, for binary data), and 
E[f] = 0.

g(E[y]) = β0 + ∑
j

fj(xj) + ∑
i≠j

fij(xi, xj)

[Caruana et al., KDD ‘15]

age vs. respiration rate



Falling rule lists

• Ordered list of if-then rules where: 
1. It is a decision list, i.e. order matters 
2. Probability of outcome decreases monotonically

Falling Rule Lists

Conditions Probability Support
IF IrregularShape AND Age � 60 THEN malignancy risk is 85.22% 230
ELSE IF SpiculatedMargin AND Age � 45 THEN malignancy risk is 78.13% 64
ELSE IF IllDefinedMargin AND Age � 60 THEN malignancy risk is 69.23% 39
ELSE IF IrregularShape THEN malignancy risk is 63.40% 153
ELSE IF LobularShape AND Density � 2 THEN malignancy risk is 39.68% 63
ELSE IF RoundShape AND Age � 60 THEN malignancy risk is 26.09% 46
ELSE THEN malignancy risk is 10.38% 366

Table 1: Falling rule list for mammographic mass dataset.

than by data-driven or algorithmic approaches. These
manually-created risk assessment tools are used in pos-
sibly every hospital; e.g., the TIMI scores, CHADS2
score, Apache scores, and the Ranson score, to name a
few (Antman et al. , 2000; Morrow et al. , 2000; Gage
et al. , 2001; Knaus et al. , 1981, 1985, 1991; Ranson
et al. , 1974). These models can be computed without
a calculator, making them very practical as decision
aids. Of course, we aim for this level of interpretabil-
ity in purely data-driven classifiers, with no manual
feature selection or rounding coe�cients.

Algorithms that discretize the input space have gained
in popularity purely because they yield interpretable
models. Decision trees (Breiman et al. , 1984; Quinlan,
1986, 1993), as well as decision lists (Rivest, 1987), or-
ganize a collection of simple rules into a larger logical
structure, and are popular despite being greedy. In-
ductive logic programming (Muggleton & De Raedt,
1994) returns an unstructured set of conjunctive rules
such that an example is classified as positive if it sat-
isfies any of the rules in that set. An extremely sim-
ple way to induce a probabilistic model from the un-
ordered set of rules given by an ILP method is to place
them into a decision list (e.g., see Fawcett, 2008), or-
dering rules by empirical risk. This is also done in as-
sociative classification (e.g., see Thabtah, 2007). How-
ever, the resulting model cannot be expected to exhibit
good predictive performance, as its constituent rules
were chosen with a di↵erent objective.

Since it is possible that decision tree methods can pro-
duce results that are inconsistent with monotonicity
properties of the data, there is a subfield dedicated to
altering these greedy decision tree algorithms to obey
monotonicity properties (Ben-David, 1995; Feelders &
Pardoel, 2003; Altendorf et al. , 2005). Studies showed
that in many cases, no accuracy is lost in enforcing
monotonicity constraints, and that medical experts
were more willing to use the models with the mono-
tonicity constraints (Pazzani et al. , 2001).

Even with (what seem like) rather severe constraints
on the hypothesis space such as monotonicity or spar-
sity in the number of leaves and nodes, it still seems

that the set of accurate classifiers is often large enough
so that it contains interpretable classifiers (see Holte,
1993). Because the monotonicity properties we enforce
are much stronger than those of Ben-David (1995);
Feelders & Pardoel (2003); Altendorf et al. (2005)
(we are looking at monotonicity along the whole list
rather than for individual features), we do find that
accuracy is sometimes sacrificed, but not always, and
generally not by much. On the other hand, it is pos-
sible that our method gains a level of practicality and
interpretability that other methods simply cannot.

Interpretability is very context dependent (see Ko-
drato↵, 1994; Pazzani, 2000; Freitas, 2014; Huysmans
et al. , 2011; Allahyari & Lavesson, 2011; Martens &
Baesens, 2010; Rüping, 2006; Verbeke et al. , 2011;
Martens et al. , 2011), and no matter how one mea-
sures it in one domain, it can be di↵erent in the next
domain. A falling rule list used in medical practice has
the benefit that it can, in practice, be as sparse as de-
sired. Since it automatically stratifies patients by risk
in the order used for decision making, physicians can
choose to look at as much of the list as they need to
make a decision; the list is as sparse as one requires it
to be. If physicians only care about the most high risk
patients, they look only at the top few rules, and check
whether the patient obeys any of the top clauses.

The algorithm we provide for falling rule lists aims to
have the best of all worlds: accuracy, interpretability,
and computation. The algorithm starts with a statisti-
cal assumption, which is that we can build an accurate
model from pre-mined itemsets. This helps tremen-
dously with computation, and restricts us to build-
ing models with only interpretable building blocks (see
also Letham et al. , 2014; Wang et al. , 2014). Once the
itemsets are discovered, a Bayesian modeling approach
chooses a subset and permutation of the rules to form
the decision list. The user determines the desired size
of the rule list through a Bayesian prior. Our gener-
ative model is constructed so that the monotonicity
property is fully enforced (no “soft” monotonicity).

The code for fitting falling rule lists is available online1.

1http://web.mit.edu/rudin/www/falling_rule_list

Wang F, Rudin C. Falling rule lists. AISTATS [Internet]. 2015; Available from: https://dblp.org/rec/conf/aistats/WangR15

https://dblp.org/rec/conf/aistats/WangR15


Empirical Test: 30-Day Hospital Readmission

• 8,000 patients

• Features: “impaired mental status,” “difficult behavior,” “chronic pain,” “feels 

unsafe” and over 30 other features

• Mined rules with support ≥5%, no more than two conditions

• Expected length of decision list = 8

• Compared to SVM, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, CART, Inductive Logic 

Programming
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Readmission Rule List
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Supersparse linear integer models

• Learn linear model where: 
1. Coefficients are all integer 
2. As sparse as possible (training objective): 

min
λ

1
N

N

∑
i=1

1[yiλT xi ≤ 0] + C0∥λ∥0 + ϵ∥λ∥1

[Ustun & Rudin, ML ‘16]

Supersparse Linear Integer Models for Optimized Medical Scoring Systems 19
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Fig. 6: ROC curve for SLIM, Lasso and Elastic Net instances that satisfy the sign and model size constraints.
For each method, we plot the instance that attains the highest 10-CV mean test TPR for 10-CV mean FPR
values of 5%, 10%, . . . , 95%. Note that we had to train 19 additional instances of SLIM to create this plot.

SLIM 4 age � 60 + 4 hypertension + 2 bmi � 30 + 2 bmi � 40 � 6 female � 1

Lasso 0.13 snoring + 0.12 hypertension � 0.26 female � 0.17

Elastic Net 0.03 snoring + 0.02 hypertension � 0.09 female � 0.02

Fig. 7: Score functions of the most sensitive predictive models that satisfied all three operational constraints.
The baseline models have very poor sensitivity as shown in Table 2.

PREDICT PATIENT HAS OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA IF SCORE > 1

1. age � 60 4 points · · · · · ·

2. hypertension 4 points + · · · · · ·

3. body mass index � 30 2 points + · · · · · ·

4. body mass index � 40 2 points + · · · · · ·

5. female -6 points + · · · · · ·

ADD POINTS FROM ROWS 1 – 5 SCORE = · · · · · ·

Fig. 8: SLIM scoring system for sleep apnea screening. This model achieves a 10-CV mean test TPR/FPR of
61.4/20.9%, obeys all operational constraints, and was trained without parameter tuning. It also generalizes
well due to the simplicity of the hypothesis space: here the training TPR/FPR of the final model is 62.0/19.6%.

provide this kind of qualitative understanding due to their high level of sparsity and small integer coe�cients.
These qualities help users gauge the influence of each input variable with respect to the others, which is
especially important because humans can only handle a few cognitive entities at once (7 ± 2 according
to Miller 1984), and are seriously limited in estimating the association between three or more variables
(Jennings et al., 1982). Sparsity and small integer coe�cients also allow users to make quick predictions
without a computer or a calculator, which may help them understand how the model works by actively
using it to classify prototypical examples. Here, this process helped our collaborators come up with the
following simple rule-based explanation for our model predicted that a patient has OSA (i.e., when SCORE
> 1): “if the patient is male, predict OSA if age � 60 OR hypertension OR bmi � 30; if the patient is female,
predict OSA if bmi � 40 AND (age � 60 OR hypertension).”



Local vs. Global interpretability

• Local interpretability – understand predictions for 
individual data points (i.e., patients) 
– Build trust in predictions; recognize errors due to model 

being poor, data point being an outlier, or engineering 
problems 

– Provide guidance to decision makers who may have 
additional information 

– Explanations that we described earlier, for Mycin, are an 
example of this



Local vs. Global interpretability

• Local interpretability – understand predictions for 
individual data points (i.e., patients) 
– Ex: linear (bag of words) models: look at highest 

weighted non-zero feature 
– Ex: decision trees: look at path to prediction for this 

patient 
– Ex: deep models: saliency maps and GradCAM 

– How can we do this more generally?

Lead V2 Lead V3

Gradient-CAM (Selvaraju et al., IJCV ‘19)

Patient 
with 
anterior 
STEMI 
who 
died 
within 1 
year

[Raghunath et al., Prediction of 
mortality from 12-lead electro-
cardiogram voltage data using a 
deep neural network, Nature 
Medicine 2020]



Model-agnostic Explanations

• A model predicts that a patient has the flu, and LIME highlights:
• Sneeze and headache are portrayed as contributing to the “flu” prediction
• “no fatigue” is evidence against it. 

• With these, a doctor can make an informed decision about whether to trust the 
model’s prediction.

• Approach helps detect data leakage, data set shift, using human expertise

27LIME slides developed from Ribeiro, M. T., Singh, S., & Guestrin, C. (2016). “Why Should I Trust You?” (pp. 1135–1144). Presented at 
the the 22nd ACM SIGKDD International Conference, New York, New York, USA: ACM Press. http://doi.org/10.1145/2939672.2939778



Explanation of Cases May be Useful to Compare Models

• Predict whether a post is about “Christianity” or “Atheism”
• Algorithm 2 may be overall more accurate, but Algorithm 1 makes more sense, at 

least on this example.

• Again, relies on human expertise, which is much broader than any of our models
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Desiderata for Explanations

• Interpretable — “provide qualitative understanding between the input variables and 
the response”

• depends on audience
• requires sparsity
• features must make sense

• e.g., eigenvectors in principal component analysis are not explainable features
• Local fidelity — “it must correspond to how the model behaves in the vicinity of the 

instance being predicted”
• Model-agnostic — “treat the original model as a black box”

• Is this really a good idea for all models?
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Sparse Linear Explanation

• Choose G to be the class of linear models  
such that 


• Let                                             be an exponential kernel on some distance 
function D with width  
• E.g., cosine distance for bag-of-words, L2 distance or DICE for images

30

g(z0) = wg · z0
<latexit sha1_base64="dTdVoYqxFpeFi3N5HRhv9FtJsuI=">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</latexit>

⇡x(z) = exp(�D(x, z)2/�2)
<latexit sha1_base64="qrC+u3IL+NG8kqtvkO5AkZ7lNt8=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="IJMxHRTkf7ql64tXKfvhCx+i+eg=">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</latexit>

L(f, g,⇡x) =
P

z,z02Z ⇡x(z)(f(z)� g(z0))2
<latexit sha1_base64="dsu9Kx4QxG8KdHgHqgdxKnRks9A=">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</latexit>

Toy example to present intuition for LIME. 
The black-box model’s complex decision 
function f (unknown to LIME) is represented 
by the blue/pink background, which cannot 
be approximated well by a linear model. The 
bold red cross is the instance being 
explained. LIME samples instances, gets 
predictions using f, and weighs them by the 
proximity to the instance being explained 
(represented here by size). The dashed line 
is the learned explanation that is locally (but 
not globally) faithful. 



How to Make Interpretable Models

• If the original data are            , define a new set of variables,                     that can 
serve as the interpretable representation of the data


• An explanation is a model           where G is the class of interpretable models

• E.g., linear models, additive scores, decision trees, falling rule lists, …

• The domain of g is            , i.e., the interpretable representation of the data


• The complexity of a model is 

• E.g., depth of a decision tree, number of non-zero weights in a linear model


• The full model is 

• E.g., for classification, f is probability that x belongs to a certain class


•          is a proximity measure of how close z is to x, thus defining a locality around x

• Let                  be a measure of how unfaithful g is to f in the locality defined by 

• Then                                                            
 
 
is the best explanatory model for x given our choices for 
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⇠(x) = argming2G L(f, g,⇡x) + ⌦(g)
<latexit sha1_base64="79yio77JAbMUk6yCefybObbAeg0=">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</latexit>

x 2 Rd
<latexit sha1_base64="zWyHnOrs5hI3lbLjfo5kzQOqLIk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBovgqiR1YcGFBTcuq9gHNLFMJtN26GQSZibSEgJ+iRsXirj1G9y78x9E3Lh30nah1QMDh3Pu5Z45XsSoVJb1ZuQWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tc7vYlGEsMGngkIWi7SFJGOWkoahipB0JggKPkZY3PM381jURkob8Uo0j4gaoz2mPYqS01DWLI+hQDp0AqYHnJRfpld81S1bZmgD+JfaMlE4+P77eb16O613z1fFDHAeEK8yQlB3bipSbIKEoZiQtOLEkEcJD1CcdTTkKiHSTSfYU7mvFh71Q6McVnKg/NxIUSDkOPD2ZZZTzXib+53Vi1au6CeVRrAjH00O9mEEVwqwI6FNBsGJjTRAWVGeFeIAEwkrXVdAl2PNf/kualbJ9WK6c26VaFUyRB7tgDxwAGxyBGjgDddAAGIzALbgHD0Zq3BmPxtN0NGfMdnbALxjP3/ZAmZc=</latexit>

x0 2 {0, 1}d0

<latexit sha1_base64="P1fkydr9xHci2G5OCKFAOPYPDSY=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV1tfUTeCCweL4EJKUhd2WXTjsoJ9QNOWyWTSDp1MwsxErCHgxo2/4kZEEbd+gjvBj3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nvciFGpLOvLyCwsLi2vZHP51bX1jU1za7suw1hgUsMhC0XTRZIwyklNUcVIMxIEBS4jDXdwPvIb10RIGvIrNYxIO0A9Tn2KkdJS19y/6TiRoAGBDuXQSaxj20k7iTdV065ZsIrWGHCe2FNSqOzefufuns+qXfPT8UIcB4QrzJCULduKVDtBQlHMSJp3YkkihAeoR1qachQQ2U7Gj6TwUCse9EOhiys4Vn9PJCiQchi4ujNAqi9nvZH4n9eKlV9uJ5RHsSIcTxb5MYMqhKNUoEcFwYoNNUFYUH0rxH0kEFY6u7wOwZ59eZ7US0X7pFi6tAuVMpggC/bAATgCNjgFFXABqqAGMLgHj+AFvBoPxpPxZrxPWjPGdGYH/IHx8QNxnpyT</latexit>

g 2 G
<latexit sha1_base64="Z78FZAa6/50mKyhw5m7+mdYx89M=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt2qXboKl4KrM1IVdFlzosoK9QDuUTJppQzPJkGSEMnTnC7hxoYhbn8QHcKcP4BP4AKaXhbb+EPj4/3PIOSeIOdPGdT+czNr6xuZWdju3s7u3f5A/PGpqmShCG0RyqdoB1pQzQRuGGU7bsaI4CjhtBaOLad66pUozKW7MOKZ+hAeChYxgY63WAHWZQJe9fNEtuzOhVfAWUKwVSnffb1+f9V7+vduXJImoMIRjrTueGxs/xcowwukk1000jTEZ4QHtWBQ4otpPZ+NOUMk6fRRKZZ8waOb+7khxpPU4CmxlhM1QL2dT87+sk5iw6qdMxImhgsw/ChOOjETT3VGfKUoMH1vARDE7KyJDrDAx9kI5ewRveeVVaFbK3lm5cu0Va1WYKwvHcAKn4ME51OAK6tAAAiO4h0d4cmLnwXl2XualGWfRU4A/cl5/AEftk04=</latexit>

{0, 1}d0

<latexit sha1_base64="JAhn4e2kKNKL9D4U3EfF0+URxkA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV1tfsW4EN4NFcCElqQu7LLpxWcE+oEnLZDJph84kYWYi1hDwS9y4UMSV4I+4E/wYp4+Fth64cDjnXu69x4sZlcqyvozcyura+ka+UNzc2t7ZNfdKLRklApMmjlgkOh6ShNGQNBVVjHRiQRD3GGl7o8uJ374lQtIovFHjmLgcDUIaUIyUlvpmyUmtU9vJeqnfc2JBOcn6ZtmqWFPAZWLPSbl+cP9deHi/aPTNT8ePcMJJqDBDUnZtK1ZuioSimJGs6CSSxAiP0IB0NQ0RJ9JNp7dn8FgrPgwioStUcKr+nkgRl3LMPd3JkRrKRW8i/ud1ExXU3JSGcaJIiGeLgoRBFcFJENCngmDFxpogLKi+FeIhEggrHVdRh2AvvrxMWtWKfVapXtvleg3MkAeH4AicABucgzq4Ag3QBBjcgUfwDF6MzHgyXo23WWvOmM/sgz8wPn4A4uOXTw==</latexit>

⌦(g)
<latexit sha1_base64="OhFm44ZTWi9u2r2Ux8vQrfjDrEk=">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</latexit>

f : Rd ! R
<latexit sha1_base64="DbryJhp5VbvFzYQqfAUGC4lExbU=">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</latexit>

⇡x(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="2O236CAHe8edDMNE6k6ekH/yZak=">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</latexit>

L(f, g,⇡x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ebZvHGpierjMSzYnypcWfsdjtNo=">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</latexit>

⇡x
<latexit sha1_base64="WG/JlJel2uTAQUMLd4pEx5pSBI4=">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</latexit>

{L,⇡x,⌦}
<latexit sha1_base64="ZFKF7oHpNuhaqV0b2jf49n51CAU=">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</latexit>



Apply to Text Classification

• Bag of words, cosine distance for 

• Choose K as a limit on the number of words in an explanation
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⇡x
<latexit sha1_base64="WG/JlJel2uTAQUMLd4pEx5pSBI4=">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</latexit>



Apply to Image Interpretation

• Superpixel is a group of connected pixels with similar colors or gray levels

• Image is segmented into super pixels

• K is chosen as the number of superpixels to represent


• K-LASSO predicts label from superpixels, to select which K of them to use for 
explanation


• with N=5000, scikit-learn random forests with 1000 trees ⇒ 3 sec


• explaining Inception network results ⇒ ~10 min
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Choosing a Suite of Examples to Explain

• Choose a diverse, comprehensive set of B examples to explain

• WHY?


• Given explanations for a set of instances  , consider the  
explanation matrix  whose rows are examples and columns are features

• Each entry gives the local importance of that feature for that example


• For linear models, for instance  , set 


• recall that 


•   is a measure of global importance of that feature


•
 for text


• more difficult for superpixels because they don’t 
recur over different instances 

X ( |X | = n) n × d′ 

𝒲

xi, gi = ξ(xi) 𝒲ij = |wgij
|

g(z′ ) = wg ⋅ z′ 

Ij

Ij =
n

∑
i=1

𝒲ij
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Wij =
��wgij

��
<latexit sha1_base64="UBsGARODnMJh2fxBLMs/kMdHQK0=">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</latexit>



LIME Experiments

• Two sentiment analysis datasets (2000 instances, each; used 1600/400 test/train)

• Bag-of-words as features

• Models:


• Decision Trees

• Logistic Regression with L2 regularization

• Nearest Neighbors

• Support Vector Machines with RBF kernels

• Random Forest (1000 trees) with word2vec embeddings


• K = 10
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Human Experiments

• Questions:

• Can users choose which of two classifiers generalizes better 

• Based on the explanations, can users perform feature engineering to improve the 

model 

• Are users able to identify and describe classifier irregularities by looking at 

explanations

• “Christianity” vs. “Atheism” from 20-newsgroups dataset


• known problems of data leakage from headers, …

• trained original and “cleaned” classifiers for comparison

• test set accuracy favors the “wrong” classifier!!!


• Separate test set of 819 web pages about these topics from http://dmoz-odp.org

• SVM with RBF kernels, trained on the 20-newsgroup data

• Mechanical Turk, 100 users, K=6 words, B=6 documents/Turk


• in 2nd experiment, they are asked to remove word features they believe 
inappropriate

37
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Can People Gain Insight from these Explanations?

• Trained a deliberately bad classifier 
between Wolf and Husky

• All wolves in training set had snow 

in the picture, no huskies did

• Presented cases to graduate students 

with ML background

• 10 balanced test predictions, with 

one husky in snow, one wolf not in 
snow


• Comparison between pre- and post- 
experiment trust and understanding
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Critique of LIME

• Choice of    is arbitrary and can lead to bad sampling

• in implementation, often set to 


• it is important to tune the size of the neighbourhood according to how far z is to the 
closest decision boundary 

40Adhikari, A., Tax, D. M. J., Satta, R., & Fath, M. (2018, December 21). Example and Feature importance-based Explanations for Black-box Machine Learning Models. arXiv.
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Counterfactual explanations

• Why did the treatment not work on the patient?
• Why was my loan rejected?
• Simplest approach:

• Find the smallest change to the features that would change the 
prediction from rejected to approved

• Note: (a) there may be many, (b) should be realistic

[Figure from: Verma et al., Counterfactual 
Explanations for Machine Learning: A 
Review, arXiv:2010.10596, 2020]

See also: 
Karimi, Scholkopf, Valera. 
Algorithmic Recourse: from 
Counterfactual Explanations 
to Interventions. FAccT ‘21



Can Attention Models in Deep Learning Serve 
as Explanations?

42Liu, G., Hsu, T.-M. H., McDermott, M., Boag, W., Weng, W.-H., Szolovits, P., & Ghassemi, M. (2019, April 4). Clinically Accurate Chest X-Ray Report Generation. arXiv.



• Image encoder (CNN)

• Spacial image features 


• computed by fully connected layer on pre-global-pooling layer of CNN

• Sentence decoder (RNN/LSTM) uses image features


•  

• topic vector and stop signal                                       , 


• Word decoder (RNN/LSTM)

• Uses    ,   , and embedding of previous word generated

• Word is sampled from either conditional probability or overall corpus probability


• Reinforcement learning to favor most readable and clinically correct output

• Use CheXpert annotations for 12 diagnoses: pos, neg, uncertain, absent


• Hack: remove duplicate generated sentences
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Attention Map Identified Relevant Parts of the Image
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But

• “assumption that the input units (e.g., words) accorded high attention weights are 
responsible for model outputs”


• Desiderata if attention actually is to give insight into how a DNN operates

• Attention weights should correlate with feature importance measures (e.g., 

gradient-based measures) 

• Alternative (or counterfactual) attention weight configurations ought to yield 

corresponding changes in prediction 


• Mixed results, though the study has been criticized for methodology

• “evidence that correlation between intuitive feature importance measures 

(including gradient and feature erasure approaches) and learned attention 
weights is weak”


• counterfactual attention distributions — which would tell a different story about 
why a model made the prediction that it did — often have no effect on model 
output 

46Jain, S., & Wallace, B. C. (2019, February 26). Attention is not Explanation. arXiv.



Achieving Interpretability for Humans

• Why: Incompleteness in problem formalization

• Scientific understanding

• Safety

• Ethics

• Indirect objectives

• Competing objectives


• How: Methods

• Application-grounded; in the context of its end-task


• Compare to value of human-generated explanation to help other people

• Human-grounded; simplified tasks


• Choose better explanation; predict model outcome based on inputs and 
explanation; counterfactual (what input must change to change output)


• Functionally-grounded; formal definition of interpretability

• Posit certain classes of models to be interpretable; e.g., decision lists

47Doshi-Velez, F., & Kim, B. (2017, February 27). Towards A Rigorous Science of Interpretable Machine Learning. Iclr 2020.
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Also, see work by faculty 
here in Boston….

Hima Lakkaraju (Harvard)

Finale Doshi (Harvard)

Manish Raghavan (MIT)

Byron Wallace (Northeastern)


